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The year began with the arrival of 
Terry Levinthal as our new Director 
and ended with us deeply involved 
in the major public inquiry into the 
proposed hotel at the Old Royal High 
School. Between these bookends, 
the Cockburn upgraded its 
governance and management while 
continuing to campaign actively “to 
protect and enhance the beauty of 
Edinburgh”. 

Becoming fit for purpose
Immediate issues including setting 
budgets and preparing a business 
plan for the year. A new Corporate 
risk register was prepared and 
other policies put in place to steer 
decision-making.  Weaknesses in 
information management were 
addressed, at least in the short-
term. The introduction of the 
General Data Protection Regulation, 
which took effect in May 2018, 
required significant changes to 
our data management processes 
including our membership database.    
Trustees recognised the contribution 
of Joseph Taylor, our Administrative 
Officer, who had stepped in at 
short notice in 2017 to organise 
Doors Open Day. Joe had been on 
a part-time contract, which was 
made full-time with his title changed 
to Doors Open Days Coordinator/
Administrative Officer. By investing 
in staff, Trustees sought to give 
impetus to delivery of the Strategy 
from 2014-15.

Old Royal High School  
Hotel Public Inquiry
We faced the challenge posed 
by the Old Royal High School 
redevelopment proposal. The 
developers appealed against the 
refusal of planning permission and 
listed building consent for their 
second set of hotel proposals, while 
still maintaining their appeal against 
the same decisions on their 2015 
applications, resulting in a highly 
complex inquiry with 4 different 
consenting issues in front of it. 
The alternative proposal from the 
St. Mary’s Music School, already 
has a planning permission and is 
supported by the Cockburn.
Your Council unanimously decided 
that arguing the case against 
the development at the public 
inquiry was a top priority.  Trustees 
recognised that contesting 
the public inquiry would place 
substantial personal pressure on 
the Director, as our witness in the 
hearing, and make further demands 
on his and staff time. We formed 
a coalition with other objectors 
(Edinburgh World Heritage and 
the New Town and Broughton 
Community Council) to support  
the city council’s refusals  
of permissions.

The Trustees confirmed the 
engagement an advocate, Fred 
Mackintosh of Terra Firma 
Chambers, and his professional 
expertise proved immensely 
valuable.  A number of fund-raising 
appeals were put in place, including 
a digital crowd-funding appeal 
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through Crowd Justice, which 
proved very successful. The inquiry 
began in September 2018 and ran 
for over six weeks. To give scale to 
the complexity of the endeavour, 
there were 764 Core documents and 
174 Inquiry documents in front of 
the Inquiry.  The recommendation 
of the Reporters is expected to be 
on the desk of Ministers before our 
2019 AGM.

West Princes Street Gardens
In March 2018, the Cockburn 
learned of a proposal by the City 
Council recommending that the 
management of West Princes Street 
Gardens be handed over to an 
Arms’ Length External Organisation 
(ALEO). We felt that this required 
proper public consultation.  We 
raised the issue quickly on social 
media and lobbied councillors. 
This was accepted and over the 
summer of 2018, the ALEO proposal 
was dropped. Key attributes 
valued most by the public include 
the tranquillity and green space 
provided by the Gardens. During this 
process contact was maintained 
with the Ross Development Trust, 
who, in 2017 had run a design 
competition for the replacement of 
the Ross Bandstand and for other 
interventions in the gardens.
In August 2018, a series of pop 
concerts were staged in the gardens, 
with entry restricted to paying 
customers. High black screens were 
erected along the railings on the 
north side of the gardens, blocking 
views from Princes Street. Again, the 
Cockburn used social media and the 
press to alert citizens to this and 

led a successful and brief campaign 
to get the hoardings removed. 
We continue to push for greater 
clarity in what appears to us as the 
commercialisation of a public asset.

Doors Open Days
The Cockburn again delivered Doors 
Open Days for Edinburgh and East 
Lothian at the end of September. 
Over 92,000 visits were made to the 
148 venues – both record figures. 
However, the loss of a major sponsor 
highlighted the extent to which the 
event is subsidised by the Cockburn 
once its full economic cost is 
calculated. This is a matter  
of concern for Trustees, and steps 
are being taken to search for ways  
to grow the event whilst managing 
our budgets.

Other matters
Whilst these activities were the 
“headline” events of the year, they 
do not do justice to the full range 
of the Association’s work. We 
continued to deliver meetings of 
the Edinburgh Civic Forum, to be 
represented at the Edinburgh Urban 
Design Panel, and attend Transition 
Edinburgh. Professor Richard 
Rodger gave the Annual Cockburn 
Lecture. We also ran a well-attended 
half-day conference on Short-Term 
Holiday Lets, which attracted media 
attention and provided an evidence-
based input to our campaigning on 
the issue of the impact of Airbnb 
and similar platforms on Edinburgh 
and its communities: a Swiss TV 
company aired a feature in which 
the Cockburn’s work was reported 
favourably.

The Strategic Planning and 
Environment Committee, under the 
chairmanship of Duncan Campbell, 
continued to respond energetically 
to a myriad of consultations, and 
the Cockburn Urban Design Group 
got to grips with several proposed 
developments in the city, not 
least the traffic-led designs for 
Picardy Place. Finally, the staff, and 
especially Assistant Director James 
Garry, substantially upped our social 
media profile, and their efforts saw 
us turn around the long-term decline 
in membership numbers. 

Membership
Members of the Association at the 
end of September 2018 comprised 
of 789 individuals, 56 Affiliated 
Groups and 10 Corporates.

Summary
The Cockburn was able to lead 
high profile campaigns while also 
enhancing its working procedures. 
The staff, Trustees and other 
volunteers became a more effective 
team, faced with some difficult 
decisions and high demands. 
However, we still lack the capacity to 
do as much as we would like to do, 
and we need to redouble our efforts 
to generate the level of income that 
would avoid deficit budgets. That 
said, 2017-18 demonstrated that 
at 144 years of age, the Cockburn 
Association remains an essential 
voice for Edinburgh’s civic society 
and has the energy and capacity to 
make that voice heard.
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This project has a potential to act 
as a catalyst for the revitalisation 
of surrounding streets, lanes and 
businesses. Within the constraints 
of the available site, we considered 
that the proposed concert hall is 
an effective and positive use of 
space. Reservations were expressed, 
however, about the proposed wall 
materials and potential impact of 
concert attenders in traffic terms.

CUDG also commented on the 
extensive redevelopment of the 
Royal Hospital for Sick Children. 
Overall, we were supportive of 
the plans but concerns relating to 
several proposed demolitions which 
seemed unnecessary.  The reuse 
of the mortuary chapel was also an 
issue. 

The Palace of Holyroodhouse 
facilitated a visit to view planned 
initiatives including garden creation 
and improvements to the Abbey 
Stand buildings for education and 
learning proposes. Staff at the 
National Gallery of Scotland made 
a considerable effort to guide CUDG 
members through their forward 
vision for the gallery. We welcomed 
the gallery’s scheme as a creative 
solution to curatorial requirements 
and visitor expectations. Access 
improvements to the gallery, 
which will also improve access 
to East Princes Street Gardens, 
were welcomed.  The level of tree 
felling and earth moving associated 
with these works has proved 
controversial.

CUDG supported ongoing 
debates including the potential 
redevelopment of West Princes 
Street Gardens.  We also supported 
local concerns about the demolition 
of the two-storey Art Deco building 
at Stead’s Place, Leith Walk and 
the redevelopment for student 
accommodation, a hotel and some 
social housing. Thousands of locals 
lodged formal objections as did the 
Cockburn. We continue to follow 
potential developments on this site.

CUDG responded to several 
consultations relating to Edinburgh 
trams.  We restated Cockburn 
support for the extension of the 
tram line. However, in doing so, 
we called for a review from first 
principles of the civic design aspects 
of the scheme, which included 
unnecessary “pedestrian deterrent 
paving” (now deleted)! We also 
expressed concern of the impact on 
bus routes, surrounding streets and 
neighbourhoods.  

CUDG articulated their concerns 
about the new road works at Picardy 
Place, joining voices with others 
about the traffic-centric proposals. 
Subsequent changes to the public 
realm design were welcomed 
and were considered an effective 
and positive use of space with 
the constraints of the site. Final 
choice of materials for surfaces, 
the positioning and quality of street 
furniture, sculpture and appropriate 
trees species were stressed.

Through our membership of 
Edinburgh Urban Design Panel, 
we have engaged in a wide range 
of proposals across the city, from 
new peripheral housing schemes 
to redevelopment schemes in 
Corstorphine and Granton. 

Our professional volunteers are an 
invaluable resource and ‘sounding 
board’ for the work of the Cockburn.  
The provide authority and intellectual 
rigour to the Association’s work 
particularly in relating to the 
increasingly complex and larger 
scale developments that are being 
brought forward for both the city 
centre and the greenbelt.  We thank 
all members of CUDG for their 
support.
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Cockburn Urban Design Group 

Overview 2017-18

The Cockburn’s Urban Design Group (CUDG) visited the proposed IMPACT Centre  
and viewed plans for Edinburgh’s first purpose-built concert hall in over a century.  
The Cockburn supported these ambitious plans and welcomed the efforts to  
consult with stakeholders.
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Overview 2017-18

The numbers of responses submitted to consultations from Scottish Government (SG),  
City of Edinburgh Council (CEC) and others amount to 13 in total, which is about the average.  
The consultations cover a range of subjects relevant to Cockburn’s interests, including the 
future growth of Edinburgh and the consequential impacts upon its Green Belt.

Strategic Planning and Environment Committee 
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The SG’s economic strategy is 
to promote sustainable growth, 
especially in the Edinburgh city 
region, which is regarded as a ‘key 
driver’ of the Scottish economy. As 
reported last year, the consequences 
of this policy continue to cause 
concern to many community and 
other organisations, including 
the Cockburn. Many still feel that 
short-term growth priorities are 
being given preference over genuine 
sustainable development and equity.
 
Green Belt issues
Last year we reported an omnibus 
Scottish survey carried out by a 
professional pollster Survation.   
The headline result was over 
70% of Scots agree that all Green 
Belts in Scotland should have 
stronger protection from building 
development”.  This featured in 
our response to the draft Planning 
(Scotland) Bill and was mentioned 
in a recent Scottish parliamentary 
debate about Green Belts.  The 
result was two amendments to 
the Planning Bill, one of which has 
approval for consideration at the 
final stage of the parliamentary 
process.  This advocates the 
development of brown field sites 
before green belt sites, which the 
Cockburn supports.

Draft Planning Bill
To deal with the major changes to 
planning legislation, the Cockburn 
established a short-life working 
group.  In addition, we worked 

closely with Built Environment 
Forum Scotland.  We submitted 
detailed comments, supporting an 
Equal Rights of Appeal, retention of 
regional planning partnerships and 
highlighted concerns with proposals 
such as the Simplified Planning 
Zones.  It is clear that the Bill has 
many gaps.  

Other Consultations
In the year 2017-18, responses have 
been submitted to the following 
consultations:

Scottish Government (SG)

1.  Climate Change (Scotland) Bill

2.  Low Emission Zones

3.  Extending Permitted 
Development Rights in Scotland

4.  Allotments

5.  A Cultural Strategy for Scotland

City of Edinburgh Council (CEC)

6.  Strategy for Setted streets

7.  Calton Hill Management Plan

8.  Picardy Place re- development

9.  Tram extension to Newhaven

10. Advertising Boards & temporary  
advertising on streets

11. Open Streets Edinburgh

12. Edinburgh World Heritage Site 
Management Plan    

Outcomes 
We report that the Cockburn’s many 
representations continue to call for 
the need for respect and balance 
for natural and cultural heritage 
policies in the various consultation 
proposals.  Unfortunately, this 
continues to be underplayed 
causing considerable frustration 
and disillusionment that carefully 
prepared responses are not being 
considered adequately.   This 
suggests that even greater efforts 
are required to persuade policy 
makers and politicians to produce 
better balanced policies.

Committee
As both Council Member and 
Convenor of SPEC, I demit office this 
year having served the Cockburn 
for almost 20 years.  I would like to 
express my deep appreciation of 
the contributions made to SPEC’s 
work during my incumbency and this 
year by all Committee colleagues 
(past and present), the Director (past 
and present) and Assistant Director 
James Garry.  
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  Unrestricted
  Capital Revenue Restricted Total Total
  funds funds funds 2018 2017
  £ £ £ £ £
Incoming resources

Income and endowments from:
Donations and legacies  - 29,885 65,544 95,429 41,342
Charitable activities   - 931 - 931 504 
Investments  - 23,929 - 23,929 24,725

  - 54,745 65,544 120,289 66,571

Expenditure on:
Raising funds  - 5,127 - 5,127 4,907
Charitable activities   - 83,535 55,395 138,930 93,148

   88,882 55,395 144,057 98,055

Net gains on investments   20,761 - - 20,761 37,156

Net income/(expenditure)   20,761 (33,917) 10,149 (3,007) 5,672

Transfers between funds     (33,917) 33,917 - - -

Net movement in funds  (13,156) - 10,149 (3,007) 5,672

Reconciliation of funds: 
Total funds brought forward   661,540 - 6,571 668,111 662,439

Total funds carried forward   648,384 - 16,720 665,104 668,111

All income and expenditure derive from continuing activities.
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BALANCE SHEET 
As at 30 September 2018
THE COCKBURN ASSOCIATION (The Edinburgh Civic Trust)

TREASURER’S REPORT 
Robin Mair

The Statement of Financial Activities 
and Balance Sheet for the year ending 
30 September 2018 are set out above. 
These Financial Statements have been 
inspected by our accountants Chiene 
and Tait LLP and have been approved by 
the Cockburn Council. Detailed financial 
statements are available on request from 
the Association.

I am pleased to report a reasonably 
strong financial position for the Cockburn 
Association. Whilst the organisation 
continues to run at an operating deficit a 
strong investment performance resulted 
in the total deficit being contained to 
£3,007.00.

One particularly pleasing aspect of 
the financial year was the outstanding 
response we received from our appeal 
for funds to help with the provision of 
legal representation for the Old Royal 
High School Appeal. Members and 
others contributed £45,696.00. We 
expect the final costs to be in the region 
of £48,000.00 and will be continuing to 
seek further support.  We are extremely 
grateful to all who supported us. 

The Association is aware of the need to 
increase our general income to reduce 
our reliance on the performance of our 
investments and is exploring a number 
of new opportunities including increasing 
the cost of membership.  Tight financial 
controls continue to be maintained 
within the organisation helped by the 
introduction of a new accounting system. 

At the year end the value of the 
unrestricted capital funds held by the 
Association amounted to £648,384.00 
including investments of £591,626.00.

These accounts have been prepared 
in accordance with the methods and 
principles in the Charities Statement of 
Recommended Practice 2015 (FRS 102)

These accounts were approved by the 
Council members on 11 April 2019 and 
were signed on their behalf by Professor 
Cliff Hague, Chair.

    2018  2017
   £ £ £ £
Fixed assets  
Tangible assets    28,601  30,108
Investments       591,626  564,585

    620,227  594,693
Current assets
Debtors    15,028  12,506
Cash at bank and in hand   57,237  70,142

   72,265  82,648

Current liabilities
Amounts falling due within one year   (27,388)  (9,230)
   
Net current assets     44,877  73,418
    
Net assets    665,104  668,111
    

The funds of the charity:
Unrestricted funds    648,384  661,540
Restricted funds    16,720     6,571 

    665,104  668,111



The Council Members of The Cockburn Association during the year ended 30 September 2018 were as follows:

Prof Cliff Hague  Chairman, Convener of Management & Finance Committee (2016)

Robin Mair  Treasurer; Management & Finance Committee (2016)

Andrew MacLeod  Vice Chairman; Management & Finance Committee (2016)

Pam Barnes  Strategic Planning & Environment Committee (Appointed 2018)

Duncan Campbell  Convener of Strategic Planning & Environment Committee (Re-elected 2016) 

Richard Scothorne  Management & Finance Committee (Re-elected 2017)

Rosemary Woodroffe  Management & Finance Committee (Retired 2017)

Prof Richard Rodger  Cockburn Urban Design Group (Appointed 2018)

Keir Bloomer  Resigned May 2017

Ian MacPhail  Cockburn Urban Design Group (Elected 2017)

John McKinney  (Elected 2017) 

Stephen Hajducki  Cockburn Urban Design Group (Elected 2017)

Carmela Carnicella  Management & Finance Committee (Elected 2017)

Jack Hugh  (Elected 2018)

Alastair Shields (Elected 2018)

Sindi Mules Management & Finance Committee (Elected 2018) 

Sir Sandy Crombie  President

Staff

Terry Levinthal  Director

Joseph Taylor  Doors Open Days Coordinator & Administrative Officer  

James Garry  Assistant Director

Strategic Planning and Environment Committee members (non-Council members)

Jon Grousell, Sheila Gilmore, David Cameron, Lawrence Marshall, John Fleming

Cockburn Urban Design Group members (non-Council members)

Alastair Cook (Convenor), Lorraine Briggs, Ian Temple, Calum Duncan, Liane Bauer,  
Chris Dibson, Dr Rebecca Madgin, Dr James White.

Solicitors Lindsays WS

Investment Managers Brown Shipley 

Bankers Royal Bank of Scotland & Bank of Scotland

Independent Examiner Chiene & Tait LLP

COUNCIL MEMBERS
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